
















Augustine was one of the most influential
and brilliant theologians in church history.
He lived around 400 A.D. on the north coast
of Africa when it was dominated by Roman
rule. His contributions to theology and his
leadership in the church were incredibly
important.

When Augustine was young, he was struck
by how many people were discontent,
without joy, and lacked fulfillment. Even
those who indulged in pleasure, consumed
entertainment, and had endless wealth were
joyless and hollow. He realized something:
human beings have their priorities out of
order and they love the wrong things.



This became Augustine’s core definition of sin in his
classic work Confessions: sin comes from wrongly
ordered love. When we elevate the wrong things (or
the right things in the wrong amount or at the wrong
time) to the prime place in our heart, we are
committing idolatry. Augustine taught that living a life
of virtue is the process of rightly ordering our loves.



Examine your own life. Are the things you love in
the right order? Is God your supreme love,
followed by a sacrificial love for others? Jesus
said, “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart
and with all your soul and with all your mind.’
This is the first and greatest commandment. And
the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as
yourself.’ All the Law and the Prophets hang on
these two commandments.” (Matthew 22:37-40)





“It seems to me that one ought to rejoice in
the fact of death -- ought to decide, indeed, to
earn one’s death by confronting with passion
the conundrum of life. One is responsible to
life: It is the small beacon in that terrifying
darkness from which we come and to which
we shall return.”

-- James Baldwin, “The Fire Next Time”



Like Jesus, we too are meant to give our lives away in
generosity and selflessness, but we are also meant to give our
deaths away, not just at the moment of our deaths, but in a
whole process of leaving this planet in such a way that our
diminishment and death is our final, and perhaps greatest, gift
to the world. This is not easy. Walking in discipleship behind
the master will require that we too sweat blood and feel 'a
stone's throw' from everybody. This struggle, to give our deaths
away, constitutes Radical Discipleship.
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The Summer Day

Who made the world?
Who made the swan, and the black bear?
Who made the grasshopper?
This grasshopper, I mean—
the one who has flung herself out of the grass,
the one who is eating sugar out of my hand,
who is moving her jaws back and forth instead of up and down—
who is gazing around with her enormous and complicated eyes.
Now she lifts her pale forearms and thoroughly washes her face.
Now she snaps her wings open, and floats away.
I don't know exactly what a prayer is.
I do know how to pay attention, how to fall down
into the grass, how to kneel down in the grass,
how to be idle and blessed, how to stroll through the fields,
which is what I have been doing all day.
Tell me, what else should I have done?
Doesn't everything die at last, and too soon?
Tell me, what is it you plan to do
with your one wild and precious life?


